
Trickle Irrigation Design 


T RICKLE irrigation is a system for 
supplying filtered water (and fertili-

zer directly on or into the soil Spraying 
is eliminated and water is a!lowed to 
dissipate under luw pressure in an exact 
predetermined pattern. The outlet de-
vice which emits the water into the soil 
is known as an "emitter." Emitters dissi-
pate the presssure in the pipe distribu-
tion networks by means of a narrow 
nozzle or long Cow pzth, thereby de-

creasing the wter presure to allow dis-
charge of only a few liters per hour (gal-
Ions per hour). After leaving the emit-

ter water i- dlistributed by itsnormal 

movement through the soil profile; 
theref-re, the area which can be 
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DeRemer 1972, Hanson 1973, Howell 
and Hiler 1972, Kramer 1971, and 
Meyer and Bucks 1972). The material 
which follows provides an outline and 
sufficient detail for trickler system de-
sign using the limited knowledge cur-
rently available, 

IRRIGATION DEPTH AND INTERVAL 
Since only part of the soil volume is 

wetted, the determination of the 

amount (depth or volume) of app ica-
tion per trickle irrigation cycle and .rri-
gation interval, are unique. 

Depth 
Expressing the. maximum application 


watered from each emission point is amount asa volume to apply per unit of 
limited by the constraints of the water's 

!-otizon;'al flow. 

In trickle irrigation the objective is to 
provide each plant with a continuous 
readily available supply of soil moisture 
which is sufficient to meet transpiration 
demands. Trickle irrigation offers 
unique agronomical, agrotechnical, and 
economical advantages for the efficient 
use of water. The main disadvantages of 
trickle irrigation systems are sensitivity 
to clogging, salinity build up, and poor 
soil moisture distribution. 

Numerous papers and several region-
al, national and international co,.er-
ences have been devoted to trickle irri-
gation and related crop performance 
(BlaLk et al. 1970, DeRemer 1972, 
Hanks and Keller 1972, Edwards 1972, 
Karmeli et al. 1973 and Nortion 1972). 
Unfortunately most of he currmt m-
formation and design procedures are 
quite general and/or incomplete 
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total land area which is equivalent toestimating the average percnt-

Parameters
 

spaced vegetable 0.4 to 0.6 m (1.3 to 2 
ft), and for the close spaced vegetable 
0.2 to 0.4 m (0.7 to 1.3 ft). 

The moisture content at which the 
irrigation should be started depends on 
the soil, crop and water-yield-economic 
factors. Since this relationship is not 
quantitatively expressed, the portion of 
allowable moisture depletion, Y, is 
usually taken as 0.3 for drought
sensitive crops and tip to 0.6 for non

sensitive crops. 
The percentage of wetted area as 

compared to the whole irrigated area, P, 
depends on emitter discharge and 
spacing and the sril .ype. Quantitative 
relations have iit been develored; low

ever, Karmili and Peri, 197?, have pre
sented a sirr to 1 astable ilar Table a 

the average depth of application gives: 
Idx = Y • (FC - WP)- Z • P/100 

......................... [1] 

in which 

ldx is the maximum ret depthi of 
each irrigation application over 
the whole area, mm (in.) 

Y is the portion of available 
moisture depletion allowed or 
desired 

FC is the volumetric moisture at 
field capacity, mm/m (in./ft) 

WP iz the volumetric moisture at 
wilting point, mm/m (in./ft) 

z is the soil depth to be con-
sidered, m (ft). 

geoifor (C,m(C), mediumdium (M), or efineage coarse (M,aor 
(F) textured soils which can be wetted 
by various emitter discharges and 
spaci. js. 

A "right or proper" minimum value 
for P has not been established. However, 
one can conclude trma systems with high 
P values: provide more insurance in case 
of system failures; should be easier to 
s'hedule; and bring more of the soil 
systme into action for nitrient storage 
and supply. Ccnsidering the current 
state of knowledge a reasonable design 
objective is to ,vet at least one-third 
(P - 33 percent) of the potential root 
volume of soil. In areas with con
siderable supplemental rainfall, lower P 
values may be acceptable. On the other 
hand, P shuld be held below 50 per
cent in wide spaced crops since man, of 

P is the area wetted as a percent the advantages of trickle irrigation de

of the total irrigated area, per- pend on keeping the strips between 
cent rows relatively dry. 

Fig. 1 shows the type of relationship
The volume of water applied per irri-that may exist between relative poten

gation cycle, V can be determined by
multiplying the total area to be irrigated

pth per irrigation. Whereby the despecific
hectares (acres) are the unit of land 


e th un oiglmeasure mm = J0 m3 /Ha (in 27,154
gal per Ac). The root depth of major 

interest for tree crops is 1.0 to 1.2 m 
(3.3 tc 4.0 ft),for vine and bush crops 

0.8 to 1.0 m (2.7 to 3.3 ft), for wide 

tial production and P. While there is in
sufficient data upon which to base 

curves, from current experience

itseems logical to assume that: curves
 

urmust start near the origin where there is 
little or no rainfill; significant produc

tion will be achieved when only a rela
tively small portion of the sod volume
 

receives water; maximum potential 

This article is reprinted from ti.eTRANSACTIONS of the ASAE (Vol. 17, No. 4, pp. 678, 679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 684, 1974)
Published by the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, St. Joseph, Michigan 



125- vais are often recommendei for in
creased productivity. Where there is ex
perienice with flood or sprinkler irri
gation, a comparable trickle irrigation 

Z 100- EXPECTED PRODUCTION depth can be obtained by multiplying 
2 the net flood or sprinkler depth by 

E P/100.
0 O 0 LF 

a POTENTIAL 
m HIGH.75V- IntervalItra
 

W RAINFALL 

The irrigation interva! depends on 
.the rate at which water is consumed by 
othe plarts and the depth of irrigation 
0 applied by each cycle. In addition, theIemission uniformity and a minimum 10

I percent excess water for leaching, un
a. 	 2avoidable deep pcrcolation and evapo

ration should be taken into account, 
thus: 

Idn EU 'd0~ a b 	 1bI - = 0.9 . _....6 16 20 30 	 T T40 	 100 
PERCENT OF SOIL VOLUME WETTED BY TRICKLE IRRIGATION 

.	 
•......... ................
[2]
 

FIG. 1 Relative production as a percentage of the expected produc
tion from current surface or sprinkler irrigation practices for various in which 
amounts of potential soil root volume wetted by trickle irrigation. is the irrigation interval, daysI1 

production will be achieved 	 ldn is the net depth of each irrigawith con- starated in Fig. 1. For example, a tion application over the whole
siderably less than full wetting; and system with P = 20 percent may appear area, mm (in.)
there may be significant variations to be doing as well as expected from T the average rranspiration rate 
between different crop-soil-climate current knowledge, however, increasing of the plant based on the 
systems. P to 40 percent may increase pro- whole area, mm/day (in./day)

If yields under trickl- irrigation can duction by 25 percent. EU is the emission uniformity, per
potentially be higher than are now being The depth of irrigation obtained centage
obtained by current practices, then from equation [1 is the maximum Id is the gross (or average) depth
systems which seem adequate may in depth that should be considered, of irrigation over the whole 
fact be underdesigned. This is demon- Smaller depths at more frequent inter- area, mm (in.) 

TABLE 1. PERCENTAGE OF SOIL WETTED BY VARIOUS DISCHARGES AND SPACINGS FOR EMISSION POINTS
IN A STRAIGHT LINE APPLYING 40 mm (1.6 IN.) OF WATER PER CYCLE OVER THE WETTED AREA 

Effective emission point discharge ratet 
Effective under 1.5 lph 
spacing (0.4 gph) 2 lph (0.5 gph) 4 lph (1 gph) 8 lph (2 gph) over 12 lph (3 gph) 
between 
laterals, Soil texture and recommended emission point spacing on the lateral - m 

m* C M F C M F C M F C M F C M F 
(1.0 m = 3.3 ft) 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.6 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.7 1.3 1.6 2.0 

Percentage of soil wetted§ 

0.8 
1.0 

38 
33 

88 
70 

100 
100 

50 
40 

100 
80 

100 
100 

100 
80 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

1.2 
1.5 

25 
20 

58 
47 

92 
73 

33 
26 

67 
53 

100 
80 

67 
53 

100 
80 

100 
100 

100 
80 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

2.0 
2.5 

15 
12 

35 
28 

55 
44 

20 
16 

40 
3--2 

60 
48 

40 
32 

60 
48 

80 
C4 

60 
48 

80 
64 

100 
80 

80 
64 

100 
80 

100 
100 

3.0 
3.5 

10 
9 

23 
20 

37 
31 

13 
11 

26 
23 

40 
34 

26 
23 

40 
34 

53 
46 

40 
34 

53 
46 

67 
57 

53 
46 

67 
57 

80 
68 

4.0 
4.5 

8 
7 

18 
16 

28 
24 

10 
9 

20 
18 

30 
26 

20 
18 

30 
26 

40 
36 

30 
26 

40 
36 

50 
44 

40 
36 

50 
44 

60 
53 

5.0 
6.0 

6 
5 

14 
12 

22 
18 

8 
7 

16 
14 

24 
20 

16 
14 

24 
20 

32 
27 

24 
20 

32 
27 

40 
34 

32 
27 

40 
34 

48 
40 

* Where double laterals (or laterals with multiple outlet emitters) are used In orchards, enter the table with both the spacing between outlets to
either side of the tree row and across the space between the rows and proportion the percentages

t 	 Where relatively short pulses of irrigation area applied, the effective emission uoint dischs-ge rate should be reduced to approximately half of 
the instantaneous rate for safety 

t The texture of the soil is designated by C. course; M, medium; and F, fine. The emission point sptcing is equal to approximately 80 percent of
the largest diameter of the wetted area of the soil underlying the point. (Closer spacings on the lateral will not affect the percentage area wetted)

§ 	The percentage of soil wetted is based on the area of the horizontal section approximately 0.30 m (1.0 ft) beneath the soil surface. Caution 
should be exercised where less than 113 of the soil volume will be wetted. 



Howell and Hiler, 1972, suggest mul-
tiplying a standard value for the con-
sumptive use of the crop by a coverage 
factor (fraction of the field area covered 
or shaded by the crop) to arrive at T. 
For mature crops, Karmeli and Peri, 
(1972), recommended using the stan-
dard values of net consumptive use de-
veloped under sprinkler or flood irriga-

tion for T. Tscheschke (1973) found 
that the 10 percent excess water elimi
nates potential salt buildup problems in 
the wetted soil volume. 

SYSTEM CAPACITY 

The emitter discharge rate and dura-tion of irrigation must be selected so 
runoff does not occur. Caution should 

be exercised when attempting to use 
emitters having dishcarge rates exceed-. 

ing 6.0 to 8.0 lph (1.5 to 2.0 gph) per 
outlet on medium and fine textured 
soils (especially on steep slopes). Field 
tests should be run to determine the 
duration (depth) of irrigation which can 
be applied without creating runoff prob-
lems or excessive deep percolation. 

Wider emitter spacings can be used 
where higher discharge rates are utilized, 
see Table 1. The P values in Table 1 are 
based on gross irrigation depths in the 
neighborhood of 40 mm (1.6 in.) on the 
wetted strip. When more frequent irriga-
tions are utilized, the P values should be 
selected for an emitter discharge rate in 
the next lower discharge category.

The time each emitter is operated 

during each irrigation is determined 
from: 

Id* S, * SL 

it = K ' 
qa 

....................... [3] 


in which 
It is the time each emitter is oper-

ated during each irrigation 
application, hr 

K is a constant equal to 1.00 for 
the Metric System and 0.623 
for the English System 

S e is the emitter spacing on the 
lateral,
is the 

(fth 

m (ft) 
average latv.-! spacing 

m (ft) 

qa is the average emitter (or emis-
sion point) discharge, lph (gph) 

System capacity requirements are 
usually based on the maximum trarspi-
ration or consumptive use rate expected 

during peak periods. Before determining 
the system capacity, the potential num-
ber, N, of operational units into which 
the system will be divided must be 
determined by: 

N 5 I i 

it 

...................... [41 


For economic reasons it is normal to 

increase in flow. However, tie require
ments for low discharges with a high 
pressure drop and for a large flow cross
section are contradictory. This has led 
to the diversity of available emitters. 

The two major methods for dissi

pating the pressure are by means of 
long flow paths or through nozzles or 
orifices. Emitters can be characterized 
by: 

q = Kd " Hx 

operate the system nearly full time, ........................ .[6]
 
thereby using the highest N possible. 
The required system capacity is then 
found by: 

A IdA l 

Q = K' • -


N It 


....................... [5] 


in which 
Q is the system capacity, ps 

(gpm) 
K' is a constant equal to 2.78 for 

the Metric System and 453 for 

the English System 
A is the area to be irrigated, Ha 

(Ac) 
N is the numbe. of operational 

units or segments 

EMITTER FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
AND UNIFORMITY

The uniformityopeateunfoiityirrga-of the trickle irriga-

tion systems is dependent on the flo 
characteristics of the emitters, emitter 

manufacturing tolerances and pressure 
variations in the system. To achieve uni-
formity the emitters must fulfill the fol-
lowing requirements: (a) give relatively 
low, but uniform and constant dis-
charges, which do not vary significantly 
because of minor differences in pres-
sure; (b) have relatively large .iow cross-
sections in order to reduce clogging 
problems; and (c) be inexpensive, 
compact and accurately made. 

F C 

Flow Characteristics 
In order to produce a large pressure

drop (to offset minor differences in 
pressure due to topography and friction 
loss) and still have a low discharge the 
cross-section of the flow paths must be 
between 0.3 mm and 1.5 mm (0.01 and 
0.06 in.). These narrow paths are easily 
clogged. Enlarging the flow corss-section 
permits less of a drop in pressure and an 

in which 
q is the

(gph)gh 
emitter discharg-, Iph 

kd is a constant of proportionate
ly which characterizes each
emitter 

H is the pressure head at which 

the emitter operates, m (ft) 

x is an
ei 

exponent which is charac
bexp o wichime 

terized by the flow regime 

To determine Kd and x the discharges 

for at least two different operating pres
sure heads must be known for each 
emitte:. The value of x is of greatest 
importance for system design purposes 

will be discussed later. The value of x 
be determined by plotting H versus 

,n log-log paper and measuring the 
of the line. 

1,,e value of x characterizes the flow
reL i,! of emitters. For fullyflow x =0.5, for partially turbulentturbulent 
flow x0.5 for turble 

flow regime 0.7 < x < 1.0 and for lami
nar flow x = 1.0. The flow from orifice 
and nozzle emitters is always fully 
turbulent (x = 0.5). However, long-path 
emitters may have exponents which 
vary anywhere from 0.6 to 1.0. 

Some emitters provide varying de
grees of flow regulation and x may be 
less than 0.5. With absolute flow regula
tion, x =0.0. This may be undesirable, 
however, if it ever became necessary to 
compensate for underdesign or emitter 
flow rates decreased due to slow clog
ging or deterioration since pressure in
creases would not increase flow. With x 
ranging between 0.3 and 0.4, considera
be regulation is acheived (i.e., a 50 per
cent head differential would only cause 
a 13 to 18 percent flow variation) while 
some compensating capability is also 
maintained. 

Throughout the laminar and unstable 
flow regime the discharge is a function 
of water temperature as well as pressure 



head. Where calibrations were made 	 396. m (0300 Fl) 

with a water temperature of 20 C (68 F) 
the discharges should be multiplied by 
the following factors: (assuming the 
same pressure head and laminar flow) 

Temperature Factor Temperature Factor 

5C 41F 0.63 25C 77F 1.13 
10 50 0.75 30 86 1.28 
15 9C 0.87 35 95 1.43 
20 68 1.00 40 104 1.56 

Emission Uniformity 

The emission uniformity, EU, of the 
laterals is a function of: (a) the ex-
pecred discharge variationi due to pres
sure variations and (b) the variation in 
discharge between emitters operating at 
the same pressure head. 

The EU is used in determining the 
gross depth or'irrigation, irrigation inter-
val and system capacity. It is useful in 
both the design and management of 
trickle irrigation systems. Basically, EU 
is the ratio of the minimum emitter dis-
charge to the average discharge ex-
pressed as a percentage. 

To calculate the EU from design 
data: 

qrn qn
EU = 100 (1.0 - u + u • -) 

qra qa 

....................... [7] 
or from field test data 

qn 
EU = 100 

....................... 	 [81 


in which 

u 	 is a weighting factor dependent 
on the number of emitters per 
plant, e. 

qrn is the average emission point 
discharge of the low 1/4 of a 
test sample operated at he 
reference pressure head, 1,h 
(gph) 

qra 	 is the average emission point
discharge of a test sample oper-
ated at the reference pressure 
head, lph (gph) 

qn 	 is the minimum emitter dis-
charge when using design data 
and the average of the lowest 
1/4 of the emission point dis-
charges for field data, lph (gph) 

2 0.71 64 0.4 

3 0.68 8 0.35 

LATERALS 

CONTROL HEAD 

A 

N.MA, 

M4ANIFOLD 

' 
I 

I 
I 

- ' _ __ 

FIG. 2 Typical trickle irrigation 
which are not necessarily typical 

which follows.) 

When calculating EU by Equation 7 

the values for qa and % should be based 

on qra" When using Eq. 8 to evaluate 
field performance adjacent pairs of 
emission point discharges should be 
averaged before computing qn if: (a) 
there aire two or more emission points
for each tree, vine, or bush; or (b) more 
than half of the surface area is wetted. 
The field evaluation of EU should be 
made from emitter discharges taken 

from three to five locations along four 
different lateral lines equally spaced 
throughout a representative area. The 
selected locations should include the ex-
tremes. 

Friction causes decreasing pressures 
and consequently decreasing discharges 
from the emitters along the lateral lines, 
A general rule of thumb is to limit the 
flow differential so the minimum emit-
ter discharge, qn, is at least 90 percent 
of the average discharge. With precision 

manufacturing, sufficient filtering to 
eliminate clogging and uniform topogra-
phy, EU values in the neighborhood of 
90 percent are practical. 

The overall efficiency of trickle irri-
gation systems is equal to the EU multi-
plied by the portion of the application 
not lost to deep percolation since evapo-
ration losses are minimum. Under good 
management approximately 0.9 of the 
water applied remains in the root zone 
in the lesser watered areas. Therefore,
the "overall application efficiency" 

should approach 0.9 EU. 

_, 

0 

"MAIN 

I
 
,
 

, 

system layout. (The dimensions 
are given for use in an example 

HYDRAULIC DESIGN 

CONSIDERATIONS 

The pipe which supplies water to the 
individual emitters is called the lateral, 
and the pipe which serves a number of 
laterals is the manifold, as shown in Fig. 
2. 

The important functions of water fil
tration, volume control,automatic con
trol, fertilizer injection and pressure or 
flow regulation, are often grouped to

gether in trickle irrigation. The equip
ment that collectively performs these 
functions is called the "control head." 
Since emitter discharge is very sensi
tive to ressure fluctuations, aging, 
temperature, plugging and slow clogging 
by particles or deposits, it is recom
mended that the system controls be 
either volumetric or incorporate volu
metric monitoring with time se
quencing. 

The hydraulic design considerations 

which follow are based on the current 
common practice of using a constant 
emitter spacing and one size of emitter,. 
Although a higher degree of uniformity 

could be achieved by varying the emit
ter size along the lateral as suggested by 
Meyers and Bucks (1972) this practice is 
not common due to design, installation, 
and maintenance comFlications. 

Laterais 
The diameter of the typical lateral 

pipe is less than 25 mm (1.0 in.). The 
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FIG. 3 Head loss gradient in lateral hose and manifold pipe based on 
Hazen-Williams formula with C = 150. 

pipe is usually flexible hose (soft poly- between 98 and 136 (with the lowest 
ethylene or PVC) iaid on the ground; values associated with the inline or 
however, sometimes buried rigid PVC bayonet type emitter connections to the 
with the emitters on riser. extending lateral pipe). Most laterals have more. 
above ground is used. than 20 emitters and for all practical 

The lateral heat !oss based on the purpose F = 0.36 can be used. 
Hazen-Williams equation can be calcu- Instead of using equation [91 log-log 
lated b,: plots of test data similar to Fig. 3 based 

= K"(D)4.8 Q1 on 100 m (ft) lengths of pipe withoutoutlets ire often employed. The friction 

AH, = K" F L (D) 4 8 7  (_)1.852 loss, J, in m/100 m (ft/100 ft) can be 
C used to simplify equation 9 as: 

....................... 9p 

in which F" L J 
AH 1 is the pressure head loss in the HI - 100 

lateral, m (ft) 
K" 	is a proportionatcly constant ...................... [101 

equal to 1.21 x 1010 for 
Metric Units and 10.5 for 
English Units To adjust for C values of less than the 

F 	 is a reduction coefficient to C= 150 used in Fig. 3 multiply J by 
compensate for discharge from 2.11 for C = i0o, 1.78 for C = 110, 1.51 
openings along the pipe for C = 120, 1.30 for C = 130 and 1.14 

L is the pipe length, m (ft) for C = 140. 
D is the inside diameter of the The total lateral discharge is equal to 

pipe, mm (in.) the average emii er discharge, q, times 
Q, is the flow rate in the lateral, the number of enitters on the lateral, 

lps (gmp) ne. 
C 	 is the Hazen-Williams friction To compute EU by equation [71 the 

coefficient for the pipe materi- minimum discharge ratio, qn/qa, must 
al be estimated. A thecretica! analysis was 

For plastic pipe C = 150 is normalt:, made and verified by field testing to de-
used. However, Hanson (1973) found termine minimum discharge ratios. For 
laterals with emitters spaced at 1.52 m single-sized pipe laterals on level ground 
(5 ft) intervals had equivalent C values the ratio is approximately. 

=l.0 -0.22.x.-H 
R 

1n
 

qa
 

which 

HR is the head loss ratio Ai1/Ha 
Ha is the pressure head which will 

produce the average emitter 

by equation [6], m 

multiple-sized (tapered) laterals the 
raiio may be approximated by: 

-	 1 0- 0.38 x "iR 
qa
 

..................... .[12 ]
 

An approximate equation was also 
developed for estimating the maximum 
discharge ratio, q/qa" For a single or 
multiple-sized (tapered) lateral on level 
ground the ratio is! 

qx
 

- = 1.0 + 0.58 • x • HR
 
qa
 

...................... [13]
 

in which e 
isc the maximum emitter dis
charge, Iph (gph)It is important to determine qx~ to gain 

irsight into potential runoff problems at 
the head of laterals especially when high 
values of HR are used. 

In a single-sized lateral line the emit
ter having the average discharge (and 
pressure head) is located approximately 
40 percent of the lateral length from the 
inlet end. For lateals on uniform slopes 
the lateral iet pressure head, HI, may 
be approximated by: 

AEL 
A EL 

= + 0.77 "1 I-IT 2Ha + 

. ......................114]
 

in which 
AEL 	is the difference in elevation 

between the ends of the lateral, 
m (it) 

'Jiere the system design is based on the 
head loss, the minimum emitter dis
charge, qn, and the minimum pressure 
head, Hn,for a single sized lateral: 
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FIG. 4 Lateral line exponents as a function of lateral head loss for 
tricklers having various exponents. 

Hl =Hn + AH ± AEL 	 area, the connection should be placed in 
the middle of the manifold line to split 

[15] the flow evenly. On a sloping area, itshould be placed so the uphill portion is 
fully tapered lateral lines shorter than the downhill portion to 

Fo tapered latr in achieve equal pressures. (The same con-

sloperdthe 0.77 in equation [.541 ap- cept should be employed for the lateral
slopes) 0.0 layout.) 

proaches 0.50. The hydraulic characteristic;. of 


manifolds also follows equations [9] 
Manifolds through [151 presented for laterals by 

The design of the manifold is similar treating the laterals as "large emitters" 
to the lateral design. However, the on the manifold. However, from a theo-
spacing between outlets is greater and retical analysis which was verified in the 
larger flow rates are involved. Pressure field, it was found that the lateral pipe 
or flow regulation is usually, provided at friction modifies the emitter discharge 
the heaa of the manifold. The manifold exponent, x, from equation [61 as 
lengths ale determined by the number shown in Fig. 4. This modification is 
of lateralI served and the distance b- very significant for laminar flow 
tween laterals. The selection of the er, itters; however, for the more com-
number of laterals depends on the fol- mon emitters, having exponents x < 0.8 
lowing considerations: (a) keeping with- and moderate lateral friction losses the 
in the desired pressure differences; (b) modification is relatively unimportant. 
economic trade-offs between the dia
meters of the laterals and the manifold;
(c) the method of irrigation manage-
ment; and (d) the degree of automation. Sub-Units 

The maximum pressure head dif- The general layout of a typical 
ference usually occurs between the pres- trickle irrigation system is shown in Fig. 
sure regulator at the inlet of each rnan:- 2. Manifolds with the connected laterals 
fold and the furthest and/or highest form the sub-units into which the pipe 
emitter. Karmeli and Peri (1972) found system is divided. The minimum num-
the most economic division of the al- ber and maximum size of sub-units 
lowable head loss is approximately 55 depend on: the field geometry, the ap-
percent in the lateral and 45 percent in plication rate, the desired depth of ap-
the manifold. plication, the irrigation interval, the 

The water supply to the manifold maximum available system capacity, 
should be situated so the flow is split in and the desired operating schedule, 
the most opportune manner. In a Cat In order to minimize mainline costs, 

it is often advantageous to use more
the minimum number of sub-units. 

This allows the flow to be split, thus 
reducing the mainline pipe sizes. Fur
thermore, small sub-units require small 
laterals and manifolds and the elevation 
differentials within them is reduced. 

In some cases, the size of the sub
units is fixed by physical factors that 
cannot be changed by the designer. 
These factors include field dimensions 
and shapes, natural barriers, topcagra

etc. However, in most cases, there 
is some flexability in the layout. In 
general for optimum economics, the 
manifold lengths should be 1.5 to 3.0 

the lateral line lengths and the 
friction head losses should be about 
equally distributed between the mani

fold and laterals. 
The minimum and maximum dis

charge ratios for the sub-unit can be 
estimated by using the head loss ratio 
for the entire sub-unit in equations 
[11], [121 and F13]. 

SYSTEM DESIGN 
A system was designed for the layout 

shown in Fig. 2 assuming a level field396.0 m (1300 ft) wide by 460.0 m 
(1320 ft) long and using the following 
input considerations. 

1 Well discharge of 9.16 lps (145
gpm) with a moderately saline water. 

2 Medium textured soil over 2.0 m 

(6.6 ft) deep, with a moisture holding 
capacity of approximately 160 mm!m 
(2.0 in./ft) and 30 percent soil moisture 
depletion between irrigation (y = 0.3). 

3 Average transpiration rate 
T = 4.0 mm/day (0.16 in./day). 

4 Citrus trees with a 4.0 m (13.1 
ft) by 6.0 m (19.7 ft) spacing and a 1.0 
m (3.3 ft) root depth. 

5 The average discharge of test 
samples of emitters when operated at a 
standard head of 10.0 in (32.8 ft) at 20 
C (68 F) was 4.0 lph (1.06. pgh). The 
emitter discharge exponent x =0.8. The 

the samples was found to be 3.7 lph 
(0.98 pgh) at standard conditions. 

6 Laterals of 0.58 in. polyethylene 
hose and manifolds with 2 1/2-in. class 
100 PVC pipe. For the manifolds 
C = 150. For the laterals C = 120 due to 
the roughness caused by the emitter 
connections. 

7 Current irrigation practice is to 
apply 50 mm (2.0 in.) by undertree 
sprinkling on a 10-day cycle. 

From Table 1, the spacing between 
emitters on the lateral was selected as 
1.0 m (3.3 ft). With one lateral for each 



tree row spaced at 6.0 m (19.7 ft) 
P = 20 percent which is considerably 
less than the recommenced 33 percent. 
Therefore, two laterals per tree row 
should be used which gives P =40 per-

(2.0 ft) to either side of each tree row 
cent. The laterais shold he laid 0.6m 
This gives the widest spacing, 1.2 m4.0 
Thicivesh widet sp cn 1.2 ( he 
area along the tree rows. (Complete wet-
reanalon th ree rs.eCessyolede
ting in this area is necessary to reduce 
the hazards of salts accumulating 
around the wetted volume underlying
each emitter.) However, there will still 
be a 6.0 in - 1.2 m=4.8 in (15.8 ft) 
dry strip between the rows. 

With P = 40 percent a 4-day trickleirrigation interval is comparable to thecrren pSince 
sprinkler cycle, equation a1J.Further-
more, the eight sub-units in Fig. 2 can 

be covered in four days with Jt= 12.0hr. 
The design rational is to have the least 
watered trees sufficiently irrigated. 

From eqpation [21 with an assumed 
= 95 , o aEU = percent, the gross (or avrage) 

depth of application Id = 18.7 mm(0.74 in.). 

From equation [31 the average emit-
= ter discharge, qa 4.7 lph (1.23 gph) 

and by equation 161 (or a plot of q vs. 
H) the pressure head which gives q is 
Ht= 12.2 in (40.1 ft). For the 

100-meter (328-ft) long laterals with 
100 emitters the lateral discharge is
Q, = 0.130 Ips (2.06 gpm). By equation 
[101 using F = 0.36, J = 5.3m/100m 
(ft/100 ft) from Fig. 3 and correcting 

C = 120 the friction head loss in thefor C1972. 
lateral is AH= 2.9 m (9.4 ft). 

In Fig. 2 each of the eight manifolds 
is a complete operating unit. The 99 ri 
long (325 ft) manifolds cross 16.5 of 
the 6 m (19.7 ft) tree rows. Each tree 

row is supplied by two laterals and since 
the manifolds run through the middle of 
the unit and supply both sides, there are 
66 laterals operating simultaneously, 
and the manifold flow rate is Qm = 8.58 
. 

lps (136 pgm). By equation 10 withJ = 6.5 m/100 m (ft/100 ft) form Fig. 3, 
the friction head loss in the manifold is 

=AHm 2.3 m (7.7 ft). 
Adding the lateral and manifold head

losses, the head loss ratio for the sub-
unit is: 

nH + M 
- .4( (Rs= H)I+A - = 0.43 

Ha 

both the lateral and manifold 

use single diameters of pipe the mini-mum discharge ratio can be approx-

imated by equation I11] as: 

]n
e 

- 1.0- 0.22 x 0.8 x 0.43 = 0.92 q 

The EU can now be computed by 
equation [7] as: 

3.7 
EU=100 (1.0 -0.35+0.35-)0.92 

= 100 (1.0 -eu0.35which g s - 0.94.0 
= 90 percent. 

Since this EU value is considerably
lower than the originally assumed value, 
i.e., 90 vs. 95 percent, the computations 
should be re-done. Beginning with an 
assumed EU = 90 percent, the computa-
tions can be made: qa = 4.9 lph (1.30 
pgh) Ha = 13.0 in (42.7 ft); AH1 = 3.2 
m (10.3 ft); and AH m = 2.7 m (8.7 ft). 
Theretore, (HR), = 0.45 and by equation 
[11] the minimum discharge ratio is still 

0.92 and by equation 17], EU = 90 per
cent which is the same as the new as
sumed value. The system capacity is the 
same as the manifold flow rate which is 
Qm = 9.05 lps (144 gpm) and by equa
tion [15], the manifold inlet pressure
head is 17.5 m (57.5 ft). 

To complete the design the mainline 
pipe sizer should be selected and the 
friction head losses in the mainlines,values and fillers should be taken into 
account. 
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